performance, 160
rate and angle of climb and descent, 162–163
short-field, 163–167
soft runways, 167–170
takeoff and landing calculations, 160–162
water surface, 171–172
slow flight, 173–174
AHRS (attitude and heading reference system), 249
ailerons, 35–36
and adverse yaw, 81
failures, 145, 155–156
misraged, 208
in spins, 183–184
in taxiing, 75–76
trim, 574
air data system (ADS), 249
air pressure and altitude, 197
air route traffic control center (ARTCC), 681, 691
airspeed and altitude, 197
air traffic controllers (ATCs) at airports, 97–98
for departure procedures, 355–360
for emergencies, 149
and flight plans, 352–354
future need for, 697–698
lost communication with, 557–562, 565
for missed approaches, 419
in multiplayer mode, 665–668
in partial-panel situations, 548
descent, 162–163
radar, 352
shortages, 703
virtual. See virtual air traffic controllers for VOR approaches, 393–395
aircraft
as flight school selection factor, 20
takeoff, 661
labels, 661
lights, 280–281
rental costs, 22
virtual, 674
airlines, virtual. See virtual airlines
airport elevation in takeoff calculations, 161
Airports/Facility Directory (A/FD), 89, 116
ports, charts, 89, 111
etiquette, 99
lights, 91–92, 281–283
Mansfield to Boston flight, 109–111
markings and signs, 89–90
Post Mills to Lebanon Municipal flight, 102–109
progressive taxiing, 111–112, 701
radio communications, 95–98
right of way near, 98
runway layout, 88
traffic patterns, 92–94
weather and notices, 99–101
wind indicators, 90–91
airspace, 125
Class A, 125
Class B, 125–126
Class C, 126–127
Class D, 128
Class E, 129
Class G, 129
special-use, 130
airspeed
and altitude, 576
IFR flights, 337
in performance equation, 49
power-off descents, 146–147, 611
in stalls, 184–185
and trim setting, 46, 164
airspeed indicators, 124
Cessna 172, 197, 209
Cube, 38
failures, 156, 546, 548
G1000 glass cockpits, 250–251
in ice conditions, 552
night flights, 278
airways, Victor, 229–232, 361–362
alphabet, aviation, 102
ALT MASTER switch, Cessna 172, 218
ALT setting, autopilot, 240, 338
alternate air, 548
alternators
Baron, 575
Cessna 172, 203–204, 218
failures, 553
altimeters and altimeter setting, 100
alternate, 405
Cessna 172, 197
Cube, 39
failures, 156, 548
high altitudes, 578
IFR flights, 334
multiplayer mode, 667
night flights, 278
partial-panel situations, 544
updating, 461
VOR approaches, 413
altitude
and air pressure, 197
autopilot setting, 240, 338, 464
calling out, 419
in CIGAR acronym, 45
circling in fog, 522–523
distractions, 595–596
depressurized cabin, 154–155
depression, 187–188
door latches, 193
drainage id error, 436–437
night VFR into IFR, 276
in performance equation, 49
power-off descents, 146–147
in stalls, 184–185
in steep turns, 74
in standard flight profile, 161
AOPA website, 26
approach-certified GPSs, 444
approach clearance, 395
approach controllers, 704–706
approach descent flight profile
Baron, 583
Mooney, 315
approach level flight profile
Baron, 583
Mooney, 315
approach mode (APR) button, 438
approach sensitivity, GPS, 449–450
approaches
Cessna 172, 214–215
Cube, 31–52
emergency, 610–611
flaps, 312
GPS. See GPS approaches
instrument. See instrument approach procedures (IAPs)
Mooney, 324–326
partial-panel, 549–550
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B

Bach, Richard, 191
back-course approaches
back course to front course, 517–518
at KSLE, 533–535
procedure, 512–517
with wind, 539
back taxing, 164
backup instruments in G1000, 490
balance, 598–600
accident incident, 602
Baron, 607–609
in rate of climb, 572–574
ball
Cessna 172, 196
Cub, 39
IFR flights, 335, 338
banking
aileron for, 35–36
Gs of force in, 555
rectangular course, 67
S-turns, 70–72
single-engine situations, 625
steep turns, 73–75
turns around points, 69–70

barbs for procedure turns, 597
barometric pressure, 100, 292
Baron
alternators, 575
avionics stack, GPS, and throttle quadrant, 577–578
crosswind approaches, 594–595
deice boots, 575
EGT, 580–581
equipment-out procedures, 573, 624–630
flaps, 582, 585
flight profiles, 582–586
fuel crossfeeding, 626–627
G1000 and virtual cockpit, 587
instrument air, 575
instruments, 587–591
performance takeoffs and landings, 591–593
propeller synchronizer system, 576
single-engine situations. See single-engine situations
slow flight and stalls, 607
startup and run-up, 579
steep turns, 606
takeoff speeds, 572–574
takeoffs, 581–582
taxing, 579
trim, 574
weight and balance flight testing, 607–609
base leg in traffic patterns, 92–94
base-to-final spin accident, 72
baselines for flight profiles, 317
basic commands, 17
batteries
in alternator failures, 553
Cessna 172, 203–204
failures in night flights, 284
Baxter, Gordon, 291
BCN switch, 204
Be a Pilot program, 23
beacons, 222–223
aircraft, 204, 280
airport, 91, 281
NDB approaches. See NDB
(non-directional beacon) approaches
bearing to next waypoint, 451
Beechcraft Baron. See Baron
Berge, Paul, 351
Bertorelli, Paul, 387
best field in power-off descents, 146, 611
best glide
vs. minimum sink speed, 180
in power-off descents, 146–147
best rate of climb, 165
binocular vision, 275
black hole illusion, 277
blueline in Baron, 572–574
brakes, 17
differential, 42, 211–212
engine startup, 41
in rollout, 54
short-field landings, 166
short-field takeoffs, 165
speed, 313–314
brevity in communications, 99
briefing page, 657
broadcasts in multiplayer mode, 659
broken clouds, 296
Buck, Robert, 115
buffeting, 176
bump for procedure turns, 397
burning gas, 130–131
buzzing treetops, 186–187
Byran, Hal, 11

C

C-GUMPS acronym, 210–211
cabin depressurization, 154–155
cabin fires, 145
California Screamin’ online event, 684
call signs in online flying, 678
Campbell, Pete, 709
canyon turns, 612–613
carburetor heat
in C-GUMPS, 210
Cub, 39–40, 55
in takeoff, 45
carburetor ice, 39–40, 147
carburetors, Cessna 172, 201
“catching the bus” mission, 186
CAVU (clear above, visibility unlimited) weather, 297
CDIs. See course deviation indicators (CDIs)
ceiling, 296
center controllers, 706–708
center of gravity (CG), 130–131, 600–602
center of lift (CL), 49, 602
center of mass, 49
centerline thrust aircraft, 620
centerline lights, 92, 282
CFIs (certified flight instructors) 22
Cessna 337, 620
Cessna 172, 192
checklists 192
Cessna 172, 207
Cub, 136
equipments, 22
FSX as part of lessons, 23–24
cross-country flights with radio navigation, 235–244
electrical system, 203–204, 218
emergency descents, 219
electric system, 203–204
checkrides 210
chandelles, 611–613
certification, pilot, 19, 25
VOR approaches, 390–392
Multiplayer mode, 649
slow flight, 212
flaps, 199–200, 213, 218
extension speed, 146, 611
circle
airspace, 126–127
airspace, 125–126
class C airspace, 126–127
class D airspace, 128
class E airspace, 129
class G airspace, 129
wheel, 600–602
CG (center of gravity), 130–131, 600–602
chandeliers, 611–613
changeover points with VORs, 230
charts
airport, 111
for flight plans, 354–355
IFR, 354–355
reading, 117
sources, 26, 116, 354
VOR approaches, 390–392
chat
multiplayer mode, 649
slow flight, 212
flaps, 199–200, 213, 218
extension speed, 146, 611
circle
airspace, 126–127
airspace, 125–126
class C airspace, 126–127
class D airspace, 128
class E airspace, 129
class G airspace, 129
wheel, 600–602
CG (center of gravity), 130–131, 600–602
chandeliers, 611–613
changeover points with VORs, 230
charts
airport, 111
for flight plans, 354–355
IFR, 354–355
reading, 117
sources, 26, 116, 354
VOR approaches, 390–392
chat
multiplayer mode, 649
slow flight, 212
flaps, 199–200, 213, 218
extension speed, 146, 611
circle
airspace, 126–127
airspace, 125–126
class C airspace, 126–127
class D airspace, 128
class E airspace, 129
class G airspace, 129
wheel, 600–602
CG (center of gravity), 130–131, 600–602
chandeliers, 611–613
changeover points with VORs, 230
charts
airport, 111
INDEX

purpose, 312
tail position, 319

crabbing, 62
in crosswind landings, 80–81
in crosswind takeoffs, 76
CRAFT acronym, 353, 700
critical angle of attack, 31
cross-checking instruments, 544–545
cross-country flight, 263–271
cross-track error (XTE), 260
crossfeeding fuel, 626–627
cruise climb flight profiles
Cruise clearance, 370
cruise descent, 315, 323
cruise descent, 315, 323
cruise leg in traffic patterns, 92–94
cruise clearance, 370
cruise climb flight profiles
Baron, 583
Mooney, 315
cruise descent, 315, 323
cruising
Cub, 50
IFR flights, 374–377
Mooney, 321
night flights, 287
CTAF (common traffic advisory frequency), 95, 283
Cub, 19
aileron failures, 155–156
carb heat, 55
crosswinds
Kona, Hawaii, 85–86
landings, 80–83
takeoffs, 75–77
departure stalls, 182–183
first flight, 38
approach, 51–52
cockpit, 38–40

cruising, 50
glider, 30
landing, 52–53
rollout, 54
takeoff, 44–46
taxing, 42–43
trim, 46
turns, 47–49

dark adaptation, 275
datapage information, 693
daylight saving time, 101
dead-end canyon turns, 612–613
dead reckoning, 139–140, 222
decision altitude, 390
GPS approaches, 442, 466
VOR approaches, 401
declaring emergencies, 148–149
default settings, 15, 37
degrees of latitude and longitude, 119
deicing, 553, 575
delays in online flying communications, 705
Denker, John S., 32
departure controllers, 704–706
departure stalls
Cessna 172, 213
Cub, 182–183
departures
ATC frequency, 354
flight plans for, 355
IFR flights, 380–381
ignoring procedures, 358
night flights, 285–286
obstacle, 357
online flying, 699, 704
pilot navigation, 356
Post Mills to Lebanon Municipal flight, 106
in traffic patterns, 93
vector, 359–360
depressurization, 154–155
descending flight, 32
descents
emergency, 219
Mooney, 322–323
power-off
Cessna 172, 218–219
commercial flights, 610–611
Cub, 150–153
procedure, 146–147
rapid, 147, 153
rate and angle of, 162–163
Desired Track (DTK) indicator, 272, 451, 454, 475
dew point, 100
Diamond, David, 597
differential brakes, 42, 211–212
direct connections in multiplayer mode, 656
cylinder head temperatures (CHTs), 319
drag
banking, 36
landing gear, 313
single-engine situations, 618–619, 625, 639
drifting gyro, 195
dry rental rate, 22
dSR radar screen, 693
DTK (Desired Track) indicator, 242, 451, 454, 475
dual ILS, 513
dynamic objects, 11

E

E6B flight computers, 139
EAA chapters, 27
Eaglesoft site, 248
Easy realism setting, 37
EGT (exhaust gas temperature)
Baron, 580–581
Cessna 172, 202
eights on pylons maneuver, 603–605, 615–616
electric fuel pumps
Cessna 172, 201
Mooney, 314
electric rudder trim, 314
electric starters, 203
electrical generators, 202
electrical system, Cessna 172, 201, 203–204
electrical system failure
Cessna 172, 218
IFR flights, 563–564
night flights, 284
elevation in takeoff calculations, 161
elevator trim, 36–37
for airspeeds, 164
Baron, 574
elevators, 34
crosswind takeoffs, 76
failures, 145
sof t runway takeoffs, 168
embedded thunderstorms, 339
emergencies, 143
approach and landing, 610–611
cabin depressurization, 154–155
Cessna 172, 217–219
declaring, 148–149
Direct-To key for, 269
IFR flights. See IFR (instrument flight rules) flights immediate-action, 145–147
lost ATC contact, 354
night flights, 284
oddball, 155–156
overview, 144
training for, 149–153
urgent situations, 147–148
emergency descents, 219
emergency landing spots, 67
en route controllers, 706–708
en route GPS sensitivity, 449–450
en route operations, 360
altitudes, 364
course, 362–363
holds, 365–369
routes, 361–362
engine fires, 145
engine noise in multiplayer mode, 660
engines
Cessna 172, 201–202, 207
failure
ABCs, 150–153, 611
Cessna 172, 218–219
multiengine aircraft. See single-engine situations after takeoff, 573
in ice conditions, 552
multifunction flight display, 259
performance, 50, 310–311
shock cooling, 314
slow down problems, 146
starting
Cessna 172, 207
Cub, 40–42
entering
holds, 367–369
traffic patterns, 137–138
Esc key, 17
estimated time en route (ETE) GPS, 243
multifunction flight display,
INDEX

online flying, 685
setting, 15
in taxing, 43
Free Flight lobby, 647
freeze heading, VOR, 229
freezing in emergencies, 149
freezing rain, 145
frequencies
active, 198
changing, 104
in CRAFT acronym, 353, 700
localizer, 430
changing, 104
active, 198
in taxiing, 43
setting, 15
in weight and balance calculations, 599–600
fuel flow indicators, 201
fuel gauges
Cub, 39
limitations, 203
fuel-injected engines, 147, 201
fuel pumps
Cessna 172, 203
Mooney, 314
fuel shutoffs
Cessna 172, 203
Cub, 38
full flaps speed, 197
full nose-up trim, 147
full procedure, 388
full-screen mode, 17

G

G1000 glass cockpits, 248
airspeed tape, 250–251
altitude, 251–252
approaches, 489–490
KJWT GPS Rwy 1, 490–498
KTIW ILS Rwy 17, 498–502
attitude, 248–249
Baron, 587
cross-country flight, 263–271
crosswinds, 270
cruising, 267
Direct-To key, 269
distributed system, 248
failures, 253–254
flight planning on, 254–255, 262
flight setup, 263–264
IFR flights, 347–348, 385
instrument simulation, 252–253
instrument failures, 551
maps, 493–494
Mooney, 328
multifunction flight display, 258–262
night flight, 289
partial-panel situations, 550–551
primary flight display, 249–252
radios, 256–258
real-life, 255
screens, 489
scud running with, 306
softkeys, 255
takeoffs, 266
transponder settings, 373
VORs with, 268
waypoints, 254–255, 265–266
gaits of flight, 32–33
GameSpy service
multiplayer mode, 647–648
virtual controllers, 690–691
Gann, Ernest K., 221
Garmin 500-series GPS, 199, 234, 243
Garmin G1000. See G1000 glass cockpits
gas. See fuel
gas
in C-GUMPS, 210
in CIGAR, 45
gauges. See instruments
gear. See landing gear
gear-safe green light, 416
generators, electrical, 202
George (autopilot). See autopilot
Getting Started page, 10
“getting the flick”, 695
glass cockpits. See G1000 glass cockpits
glassy water, 172
glide
vs. minimum sink speed, 180
in power-off descents, 146–147
glideslope (GS), 407
gliding, 49
GMT (Greenwich mean time), 101
go-arounds, 54, 320
Gordon, Richard, 87
GPS
Baron, 577–578
Cessna 172, 199, 234, 243
circling approach, 525–526
Direct-To page, 454
for diversions, 121, 141
for DME arcs, 512
flight plan page, 454
G1000. See G1000 glass cockpits
groups and pages, 243
IFR flights, 376–377
missed approaches, 466–470
navigating with, 233–234
Nearest pages, 453
night flights, 279
on non-GPS approaches, 488
partial-panel situations, 547–548
primary Nav page, 450–451
sensitivity, 449–450
setting up, 457
for system failures, 554
table of contents, 452
Waypoint pages, 452–453
GPS approaches, 441–442
accident incident, 503
G1000, 489–502
KFHR GPS Rwy 34, 471–480
KHOQ VOR or GPS Rwy 6, 480–489
KSHN GPS Rwy 23, 455–471
overlay, 444–445
overview, 442–443
RNAV, 446–449
single-engine, 634–635
GPS direct navigation, 242
grass runways, 163
green arc, 261
Mooney, 318
runway, 360
syncing, 252, 267
with wind, 61–62
heading
autopilot setting, 240, 338
forward slips, 77–79
magnetic, 61, 506–507
Mooney, 318
runway, 360

H

Hale, Sandra, 143
handoffs, controller, 696–697, 703–704
Hard realism setting, 37
hardware requirements, 11–12
flight controls and headsets, 13–14
monitors, 13
processors, memory, and video cards, 12–13
harmonics, multiengine, 576
heading
autopilot setting, 240, 338
forward slips, 77–79
magnetic, 61, 506–507
Mooney, 318
runway, 360
syncing, 252, 267
with wind, 61–62
heading bug, 195, 238–239
heading indicator
Cessna 172, 194–195
coupled approaches, 438
failures, 547
IFR flights, 335–336
night flights, 278
headsets, 13–14
high altitude altimeter settings, 578
high cruise profiles
Baron, 583
Mooney, 315
high-pressure areas, 292–293
high VORs, 446–449
high winds, 292–293
history trails on radar screens, 694
Hobbs meters, 22
hold short instruction, 97
holds, 365
entering, 367–369
GPS approaches, 442
IFR flights, 381–384
online flying, 697
wind in, 366, 383–384
horizons in night flights, 277
horizontal situation indicator (HSI)
failures, 544–545
G1000 glass cockpit, 252
ILS approaches, 407
Mooney, 318
hunters, virtual airlines, 674
Hubert, Rick, 308

**I**

IAF (initial approach fix)
GPS approaches, 442
RNAV approaches, 446
VOR approaches, 390
ICAO (International Civil Aviation Organization), 125
ice
accumulation, 145
Baron, 575
carburetor, 39–40, 147
emergencies from, 551–553
IFR flights, 339
in LIST-MD acronym, 336
pitot tube, 205, 552
simulating, 563
ident, transponder, 373
identifiers, Morse code, 225
idle power
Cub, 38
spin recovery, 177
IF (intermediate fix), 446
IFR (instrument flight rules) flights
arrivals, 384–385
attitude in, 336–338
autopilot, 338
departures, 380–381
emergencies, 544
electrical failure, 563–564
ice, 551–553
lost communication, 557–562
partial-panel flying, 544–551
system failures, 553–554
unexpected, 565–566
unusual attitude, 555–556
flight plans, 352, 371–372
G1000, 498–502
ILS. See GPS approaches
flights
G1000, 498–502
at KPAE, 429–435
procedure, 407–409
single-engine, 633–634
back-course. See back-course approaches
ILS (instrument landing system)
approaches
G1000, 498–502
at KPAE, 429–435
procedure, 407–409
single-engine, 633–634
IMC (instrument meteorological conditions)
accident incident, 276
hub-and-spoke system for, 336
Mooney flight, 340–342
IMC
aircraft, 227
flights
G1000, 498–502
at KPAE, 429–435
procedure, 407–409
single-engine, 633–634
IMC
flights
G1000, 498–502
at KPAE, 429–435
procedure, 407–409
single-engine, 633–634
instrument meteorological conditions (IMC)
accident incident, 276
hub-and-spoke system for, 336
Mooney flight, 340–342
Instrument Rating, 334
instruments
Baron, 587–591
Cessna 172, 194–197
engine, 201–202
failures, 156, 551
gyroscopic, 194–196
night flights, 284
partial-panel situations, 544–551
pitot-static, 197
simulating, 252–253
“instruments set” in CIGAR, 44
insurance costs, 22
intermediate fix (IF), 446
International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO), 125
International Virtual Aviation Organization (IVA0), 677
Jetstar International Airlines, 673
Jetstar Virtual Airways, 673
joining multiplayer sessions, 654–656
joystick requirements, 13–14
K
KAP 140 autopilot screen, 489
knobs, scrolling, 237
knots, 38
Kona, Hawaii, crosswinds, 85–86

**L**

LAAS (Local Area Augmentation System), 234
lags in online flying communications, 705
landing configuration for slow flight, 180
landing gear
accident incident, 595–596
conventional, 43
drag from, 154
single-engine situations, 624, 637
landing lights, 204, 209, 281
landing panel, 490
landing sites in power-off descents, 146
landings
Baron, 591–593
calculations, 160–162
center of gravity, 601
Cessna 172, 214–217
crosswind, 80–83, 635–636
Cub, 52–53
emergency, 610–611
flaps, 312
Mooney, 326–327, 610–611
Post Mills to Lebanon Municipal flight, 105, 109
power-off descents, 152
short-field runways, 166–167
single-engine situations, 635–636
soft runways, 169–170
tailwheel vs. nosewheel airplanes, 206
three-point and wheeled, 54
wind shear, 294
landmarks
in contact approaches, 521
in pilotage, 120
Landsberg, Bruce, 59
Langeviesche, William, 291, 333
Langeviesche, Wolfgang, 32
large airplane wake, 178
lateral navigation (LNAV), 449
Livingston, Robert, 597, 687
listening in multiplayer mode, 647
Lindbergh, Charles A., 273
“lights, camera, action!” takeoff
lights
lift, 31
level turns, 33
leaning, 39, 136
Learning Center, 10, 40
lessons, 19–20
letters, taxiways, 90
Local Area Augmentation System (LAAS), 234
local controllers, 701–703
local networking in multiplayer mode, 647
local time in multiplayer mode, 667
locator frequencies, 430
in ILS approaches, 407
localizer (LOC) approaches
back-course
back course to front course, 517–518
at KSLE, 533–535
procedure, 512–517
with wind, 539
KAWO, 423–429
procedure, 403–406
localizer directional aid (LDA), 405–406
locator outer marker (LOM), 405
locked spot view, 34, 43
longitude, 119
Loopy Larry mission, 185
lost communication
practice, 565
routes in, 559–560
vector departures, 360
low cruise profiles
Baron, 583
Mooney, 315
low-cruise speed in holds, 367
low-pressure areas, 292–293
low visibility, 294–296
low VORs, 230
Lycoming TIO-540 engine, 310
Machado, Rod, 19, 441, 583
magnetic bearing (MB) in NDB navigation, 506–507
magnetic compass, 39, 61
magnetic direction, 61
NDB navigation, 506–507
in planning routes, 118
runway numbers, 88
wind, 298
magneto
Cessna 172, 218
Cub, 40
overview, 202
power-off descents, 152
management in virtual airlines, 674–675
manifold pressure (MP)
Baron, 578, 582–583
throttle for, 310–311
MAP (missed approach point), 390
GPS approaches, 442, 466
VOR approaches, 401
maps
charts. See charts
G1000, 493–494
GPS, 234
multifunction flight display, 260, 262
marginal VFR, 294
marker beacons, 405
markings, airport, 89–90
MASTER switches, 204
maximum demonstrated crosswind, 83–84
maximum power in single-engine situations, 624
Mayday, 152
MB (magnetic bearing) in NDB navigation, 506–507
MDA (minimum descent altitude)
altitude callout for, 419
VOR approaches, 390
MEA in en route operations, 364
mean sea level (MSL), 100
Medium realism setting, 37
membership in multiplayer mode, 657
memory requirements, 12–13
messages, disabling, 454
METARs (Meteorological Aviation Reports)
online flying, 694
real-world, 299–300
MFD (multifunction flight display), 489
G1000 glass cockpits, 258–262
groups and pages, 261–262
main window, 260
moving maps, 493–494
microphones
in multiplayer mode, 659
requirements, 14
midair collisions, 145
midfield downwind, 138
miles, statute and nautical, 119
miles per hour in Cub, 38
minima section, 390
minimum altitude in lost communication situations, 561–562
minimum controllable airspeed
Baron, 573
single-engine situations, 621–624, 638
minimum descent altitude (MDA)
altitude callout for, 419
VOR approaches, 390
minimum obstruction clearance altitude (MOCA), 364
minimum sink speed, 180
misrigged ailerons, 208
missed approach point (MAP), 390
GPS approaches, 442, 466
VOR approaches, 401
missed approaches
GPS, 466–470
VOR, 399, 419–423
Mississippi River, magnetic north at, 118
mistakes by virtual controllers, 682–683
mixture
Baron, 580
in C-GUMPS, 211
Cessna 172, 202
Cub, 39
leaning, 136
in LIST-MD acronym, 336
in rollout, 54
single-engine situations, 624, 626
MOCA (minimum obstruction clearance altitude), 364
Mode S transponders, 697
monitor requirements, 13
Mooney
approach, 324–326
arrivals, 384–385
chandelles, 611–613
climbing, 319–320
cruising, 321
departures, 380–381
descents, 322–323
eights on pylons, 615–616
emergency approach and landing, 610–611
engines, 310–311
flaps, 312, 318
flight profiles, 314–317
G1000 glass cockpit, 328, 385
GPS approaches. See GPS approaches
holds, 381–384
IFR flight to visual approach, 370–377
IFR maneuvers, 342–347
IMC flight in, 340–342
landings, 326–327
lazy eights, 613–615
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Qantas trademark infringement, 673

R

rabbits, 92, 283

races in virtual airlines, 676

radar

ATC, 352, 667

failures, 352

virtual controllers, 681, 689–694

weather, 339

radar vectors from ATC, 352

radials, VOR, 224–225

radio magnetic indicator (RMI), 588, 590

radio navigation, 222–223

beacons, 222–223

cross-country flights, 235–244

distance-measuring equipment, 322–323

getting unstuck, 244–245

GPS, 233–234

VORs. See VOR (very-high-frequency omnidirectional range) systems

radio towers, 123

radios, 95

Baron, 667

Mooney, 314–317

partial-panel situations, 548

progressive taxing, 111–112, 701

promo movies, 10

propeller control, 311–312

propeller set in C-GUMPS, 211

propellers

Baron, 583

counter-rotating, 621

deicing, 553

gyroscopic procession, 45, 47

in ice conditions, 552

spinning, 41

synchronizer system, 576

PTS (Practical Test Standards), 603

red lights in cockpit, 275

redline in Baron, 572–574

regions, virtual controller, 691

relative bearing (RB) in NDB navigation, 506–507

rental costs, 22

restarting engines, 625

restricted airspace, 130

retracted gear, 312

retracted flap position, 312

reverse-sensing CDI, 228, 514–515, 517

reverse teardrop hold entry, 368

ridiculous winds, 83–86

right of way near airports, 98

river of air, wind as, 60–61

RMI (radio magnetic indicator), 588, 590

RNAV (area navigation) system, 233, 446–449

roads in power-off descents, 146

roll, 54

rotation in spins, 176–177

roundout, 53

routes

in CRAFT acronym, 353, 700

in flight profiles, 316

in performance equation, 49–50

and trim setting, 46

power lines, 146

power-off descents

Cessna 172, 218–219

commercial flights, 610–611

Cub, 150–153

procedure, 146–147

power-off dives, 177

power-off stalls, 181–182, 213

power-on stalls, 182–183, 213

Practical Test Standards (PTS), 25, 603

precess with gyros, 195

precision approach path indicator (PAPI), 282

precision approaches, 409, 435–436

preflight procedures, 371–374

pressurized airplanes, 154–155

primary flight display (PFD), 249–250, 489–490

moving maps, 493–494

transponder codes, 491

primary Nav page, GPS, 450–451

primer, 39

private chat in online flying, 679

problem solving emergencies, 145–146

procedure turns (PTs)

requirements, 477–478

VOR approaches, 395–397

procession of propeller, 45, 47

processor requirements, 12–13

ProController software, 681

profile views, 390

profiles, flight

rates of climb and descent

Baron, 582–586

Mooney, 314–317

partial-panel situations, 548

progressive taxing, 111–112, 701

promo movies, 10

propeller control, 311–312

propeller set in C-GUMPS, 211

propellers

Baron, 583

counter-rotating, 621
deicing, 553

gyroscopic procession, 45, 47

in ice conditions, 552

spinning, 41

synchronizer system, 576

PTS (Practical Test Standards), 603

redline in Baron, 572–574

regions, virtual controller, 691

relative bearing (RB) in NDB navigation, 506–507

rental costs, 22

restarting engines, 625

restricted airspace, 130

retracted gear, 312

retracted flap position, 312

reverse-sensing CDI, 228, 514–515, 517

reverse teardrop hold entry, 368

ridiculous winds, 83–86

right of way near airports, 98

river of air, wind as, 60–61

RMI (radio magnetic indicator), 588, 590

RNAV (area navigation) system, 233, 446–449

roads in power-off descents, 146

rolls, 54

rotation in spins, 176–177

roundout, 53

routes

in CRAFT acronym, 353, 700

in flight profiles, 316

in performance equation, 49–50

vs. pitch, 435–436

and trim setting, 46

power lines, 146

power-off descents

Cessna 172, 218–219

commercial flights, 610–611

Cub, 150–153

procedure, 146–147

power-off dives, 177

power-off stalls, 181–182, 213

power-on stalls, 182–183, 213

Practical Test Standards (PTS), 25, 603

precess with gyros, 195

precision approach path indicator (PAPI), 282

precision approaches, 409, 435–436

preflight procedures, 371–374

pressurized airplanes, 154–155

primary flight display (PFD), 249–250, 489–490

moving maps, 493–494

transponder codes, 491

primary Nav page, GPS, 450–451

primer, 39

private chat in online flying, 679

problem solving emergencies, 145–146

procedure turns (PTs)

requirements, 477–478

VOR approaches, 395–397

procession of propeller, 45, 47

processor requirements, 12–13

ProController software, 681

profile views, 390

profiles, flight

Baron, 582–586

Mooney, 314–317

partial-panel situations, 548

progressive taxing, 111–112, 701

promo movies, 10

propeller control, 311–312

propeller set in C-GUMPS, 211

propellers

Baron, 583

counter-rotating, 621
deicing, 553

gyroscopic procession, 45, 47

in ice conditions, 552

spinning, 41

synchronizer system, 576

PTS (Practical Test Standards), 603

Qantas trademark infringement, 673

rabbits, 92, 283

races in virtual airlines, 676

radar

ATC, 352, 667

failures, 352

virtual controllers, 681, 689–694

weather, 339

radar vectors from ATC, 352

radials, VOR, 224–225

radio magnetic indicator (RMI), 588, 590

radio navigation, 222–223

beacons, 222–223

cross-country flights, 235–244

distance-measuring equipment, 322–323

getting unstuck, 244–245

GPS, 233–234

VORs. See VOR (very-high-frequency omnidirectional range) systems

radio towers, 123

radios, 95

Baron, 667

Mooney, 314–317

Cessna 172, 198–199, 205,
in radio navigation, 238–239
rectangular course, 65–67
S-turns, 70–72
steep, 73–75
twist in five Ts
GPS approaches, 461
holds, 368
ILS approaches, 431
VOR approaches, 398–399
2D cockpit view, 249
two eyes vision, 275
two-pilot crews in virtual airlines, 676

U
uncontrolled airports, 88
IFR at, 424
radio communications, 95–97
traffic patterns, 94
uncontrolled airspace, 129
uncoordinated flight
vs. coordinated, 63
forward slips, 77–79
sidestep landings, 81–83
undercarriage in C-GUMPS, 210
underfueled aircraft accident report, 245
UNICOM frequency, 697
United Airlines, 672–673
Universal Time Coordinated (UTC), 101
unusual approaches in online flying, 705
unusual attitude
practice, 564–565
recovery, 555–556
uphill takeoff accident incident, 55
upset recovery training, 178
upwind leg in traffic patterns, 92–94
urgent situations, 144, 147–148
User-Defined Weather setting, 83
UTC (Universal Time Coordinated), 101

V
vacuum gauges, 195
vacuum system, 195
vaporization, fuel, 39

VASI (visual approach slope indicator), 92
VATSIM (Virtual Air Traffic Simulation) network, 26–27, 677
clearance delivery, 698–700
collection, 695–696
departure and approach, 704–706
deployment, 704–706
ground, 700–701
handoffs, 696–697, 703–704
limited coverage, 683–684
microphones, 14
mistakes, 682–683
organizations, 681
preparing for, 690–691
radar screens, 691–694
for real-world controller training, 707
software requirements, 689–690
tower, 701–703
training, 681–682

Virtual Air Traffic Simulation (VATSIM) network, 26–27, 677
controller software, 689–690
clearance delivery, 691–694
voice capability, 679
virtual airlines, 671–673
finding, 673–674
hubs and pilot bases, 674
multiplayer mode, 675–676
online flying. See online flying
pilot ranking systems, 674–675
virtual cockpit, 17–18, 35, 587
virtual practice for real-world flights, 138
virtual worlds in multiplayer mode, 646, 669
visibility
judging, 428
low, 294–296
reports, 100
vision, night, 274–275
visual approach slope indicator (VASI), 92
visual approaches
IFR flight to, 370–377
procedure, 518–520
visual checkpoints, 120
visual flight rules (VFR) flights, 294
online, 702
squad codes, 127–128
“VFR on top”, 364–365
visual meteorological conditions (VMC), 336
voice communications
multiplayer mode, 651, 658–660
online flying, 679
Voice over IP (VoIP) technology, 679
VOLTS light, 218
volunteers for virtual airlines, 675

VOR approaches, 390
approach charts, 390–392
five Ts, 397–399
KPAE, 409–419, 422–423
missed, 399, 419–423
names, 403
procedure turns, 395–397
transition routes, 401–402
vectors, 393–395
VOR not on field, 399–401

VOR (very-high-frequency omnidirectional range) systems
canchanachan points, 230
with G1000 glass cockpits, 268
heading to and from, 226–229

W
WAAS (Wide Area Augmentation System), 234, 449
wake turbulence, 178, 702
walk arounds, 207
wastegates, 311
water surface, 171–172
Waypoint pages, 452–453
waypoints
adding, 123
bearing to, 451
fly-by and fly-over, 446
G1000 glass cockpits, 254–255, 265–266
GPS, 244, 452–453
GPS approaches, 442
names, 472
night flights, 279
in pilotage, 120
weather, 291
airports, 99–101
cloud reports, 296
delays and effects, 297–299
ground controller for, 700
hazards, 292
high winds and turbulence, 292–293
IFR, 339–340
low visibility and clouds, 294–296
multiplayer mode, 667
online flying, 678, 694
performance, 300
sources, 25–26, 299–300
VOR approaches, 413
wind shear, 293–294
weather radar, 339
weather underground, 26
weather vaning, 81
websites, 25
weight and balance, 598–600
accident incident, 602
Baron, 607–609
in rate of climb, 572–574
wet rental rate, 22
wheeled landings, 54
white arc on airspeed indicator, 197
whiz wheels, 125
Wide Area Augmentation System (WAAS), 234, 449
wind
back-course approaches, 539
in beacon tracking, 223
combo approaches, 539–541
crosswind landings, 80–83
crosswind takeoffs, 75–77
Cub flight, 63–64
customizing, 83
direction, 62, 90–91, 298
DME arc approach, 538
G1000 glass cockpits, 270
ground reference maneuvers, 63
heading, course, and track, 61–62
high, 292–293
with holds, 366, 383–384
indicators, 90–91
instrument approach procedures, 437
maximum demonstrated crosswind, 83–84
multiplayer mode, 667
NDB approaches, 537–538
planning for, 125
rectangular course, 65–67
reports, 100
ridiculous, 83–86
as river of air, 60–61
S-turns, 70–72
turns around points, 68–70
VOR approaches, 413
wind correction in GPS, 451
wind shear, 293–294
“wind the clock”, 144
window mode, 17
windshields in ice conditions, 552–553
windsocks, 90–91
wing stalls, 176
wings
deicing, 553
in ice conditions, 552
Wright, Wilbur, 159
www.eaa.org website, 26

X

XTE (cross-track error), 260

Y
yaw, 36
adverse, 81
single-engine situations, 618–619, 624–625
from turning tendency, 47
Yeager, Chuck, 645
yellow arc on airspeed indicator, 197
yoke
for ailerons, 35
requirements, 13
in takeoff, 45–46

Z
zero point for pitch control, 36
Zulu time, 101
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